Procurement for Supply, Installation, Testing and Commissioning of Spare Parts and Aluminium Electric Cables on Centre Pivot Irrigation System

Procurement Reference No.: OMD/REPAIR PIVOT/27/23

Addendum No. 1

The latest version of the above bid document has been uploaded on the Government Procurement Portal and Irrigation Authority website.

We hereby inform you that the closing date for the above procurement has been extended to Friday 16th June 2023.

In view to facilitate understanding of Lot B, additional information is being uploaded

Clarification

Item 1.7
All Tower Boxes shall be inclusive of Alignment Rod

Item 2.1(a) & 2.1(b)
The Control Panel shall suit a Bauer Centre Pivot- Centre Star 4000. Same was installed in the year 2001- 2003. Refer to annexed photos.

Item 2.3
The tower box should be a complete box.

IRRIGATION AUTHORITY
ERSATZTEILLISTE
Für
CENTERSTAR 4000
Operational instructions

BAUER BDS 3.0

Digitally programmable control center
According to IEC 60204-1:2005 and 61439-1,-2:2011

Type: 8515850.K1032
Build: AG/BJ  Draw.Nr.: 0183843J4
Voltage: 3x400VAC
Frequency: 50Hz  max.Fuse: 35A
Power: 24.2kVA  Icc:
Powersystem:  Protection: IP 65